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What are Ponzi and Pyramid Schemes?

The Association of Certified Fraud Examiners (ACFE) 
defines:

 › A Ponzi scheme is where the scheme operators claim 
to offer an investment opportunity, but there is little 
or no commercial activity – it is an illegal business 
practice in which new investors’ money is used to 
make payments to earlier investors.

 › An illegal pyramid scheme is where the bulk of 
participants’ earnings are dependent on recruiting 
new participants to progress through a range of 
levels.

An illegal pyramid scheme is different from a simple 
investment scam as it takes in as much money as 
possible and then disappears, while a Ponzi scheme pays 
dividends to earlier investors from the money of recent 
investors. This heightens interest and grows the Ponzi 
scheme until the scheme operator leaves or the scheme 
becomes unsustainable – a constant flow of new money 
is required for a Ponzi scheme to survive. 

Not all pyramid schemes and illegal or unethical.

Ponzi schemes can also be referred to as pyramid 
schemes.

Ponzi Schemes

What is a Ponzi Scheme?

A Ponzi scheme is an illegal scheme where the operators 
claim they are offering an investment opportunity but 
conduct little of no commercial activity.

Ponzi schemes are named after Charles Ponzi. In the 
1920s, Ponzi promised investors 50% return within a 
few months for what he claimed was an investment in 
international mail coupons. Instead, the money from new 
investors was used to pay earlier investors and some 
money was stolen for himself.

What are Ponzi Scheme Attributes?

 › They claim to offer high and consistent rates of 
return, while claiming to be a low-risk investment.

 › They sound too good to be true – because they 
usually are.

 › They employ ‘cold calling’ and high-pressure sales 
tactics and tell you that the opportunity cannot wait – 
you need to commit quickly or miss out.

 › They can be built on trust through personal 
affiliations and relationships.

 › Money will come back to individual investors who will 
spruik how good the scheme is to others – until it isn’t.

 › Scheme operators make themselves look attractive 
by their marketing pitch – often this is built around 
becoming successful with the outward signs of 
success such as big houses, expensive cars and 
overseas travel.

Notable Ponzi Schemes

Bernie Madoff – Manhattan, New York 
Bernie Madoff ran the largest Ponzi scheme in history 
from the 1990s to 2008 worth about USD 65 billion. At 
one time he was chair of the NASDAQ stock exchange 
while running his Ponzi scheme. Actual investor losses 
were USD 18 billion of which USD 14 billion was recovered 
and returned. In 2009 Madoff was sentenced to 150 
years in prison and died there in 2021. In 1999, a financial 
analyst had informed the USA Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC) he believed it was legally and 
mathematically impossible to achieve the gains Madoff 
claimed to deliver – he was ignored by the SEC and the 
scheme continued for another nine years.

Pearls Group – Jaipur, India 
Pearls Group was founded in India by Nirmal Singh 
Bhangoo. The company had thousands of agents 
who lured small landowners and farmers, mostly from 
northern Indian states, with the promise of quadrupling 
their investment in 10 years. Pearls Group and its founder 
are accused of duping billions of dollars from 58 million 
unsuspecting Indian investors. Some of the amassed 
wealth was reportedly funneled into Australia to buy 
property including the Sheraton Mirage Resort and luxury 
properties on the Queensland Gold Coast.
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Melissa Caddick – Sydney, Australia 
In 2020, Police searched the home of Melissa Caddick 
who had been running a Ponzi scheme thought to have 
taken AUD 20-30 million from investors, many of them 
relatives or close friends. It it alleged much of the money 
was spent on high living. Caddick disappeared a few 
hours after the search – it is suspected she died by falling 
off a coastal cliff near her home. A foot found washed up 
on a beach was identified as belonging to Caddick.

Pyramid Schemes

What is a Pyramid Scheme?

A pyramid scheme is a scheme designed to generate 
revenue by continually recruiting new members. A 
pyramid scheme might offer merchandise or services 
for sale, but generally significant revenues come from 
recruitment of new members. There are two types of 
pyramid scheme:

 › Illegal – Operators make most money from 
recruitment that emphasises levels of promotion.

 › Legal – Not all pyramid schemes are illegal and 
there are legitimate merchandising companies where 
contractors are paid for sales and also for recruiting 
new people to sell for the company. 

Pyramid schemes are marketed as a pyramid with levels 
or stages shown in their marketing. The pyramid structure 
draws in new people believing they will rise through the 
ranks and get to the top – fancy titles are often conferred 
on those who get to the top. Pyramid scheme categories 
are:

 › Pure cash:

 › Endless chains – Often use ‘chain letters’ or 
‘chain emails’ where the recipient pays money to 
who sent them the letter and then send the letter 
on to others who are asked to pay the sender 
and continue the chain to continue building the 
pyramid.

 › Fill-and-split games – An example is the 
‘Airplane Game’ where a player buys a seat on a 
fictitious airplane. They then help to recruit new 
‘passengers’ while moving up the ranks from 
passenger to crew and eventually to pilot. 

 › Product fronts:

 › Financial instruments – These promise investment 
with significant returns in a short time. They are 
often effective fronts because people do not 
generally understand the workings of legitimate 
financial investing.

 › Multi-level marketing – These often spruik 
how millions can be made and include fancy 
documents and training materials.

 › Speculations – Any investment proposition not 
covered by ‘financial instruments’ or ‘multi-level 
marketing’, and often include ‘work at home’ 
schemes.

What are Pyramid Scheme Attributes?

 › Initially the pyramid scheme pays off to make the 
scheme look legitimate and to bring in new players. 
This results in excellent testimonials to encourage 
even more new players.

 › They often operate through existing affiliations or 
relationships.

 › Their sales pitches are clever and use false logic.

 › Simple mathematics will show the premise to be built 
on a ‘house of cards’.

Legal Pyramid Schemes

A well-known example of a legal pyramid scheme is 
Tupperware Brands Company which is headquartered 
in the USA and can be described as a multinational 
multi-level marketing scheme. Its main focus is kitchen 
and household products, and it is particularly known 
for its line of plastic containers for food storage and 
preparation. Tupperware is a strong brand that has been 
around since 1946 – its longevity has led to plastic food 
containers in general being referred to as Tupperware. 
In 2010, Tupperware was ranked equal number 2 in 
Fortune Magazine’s ‘Most Admired Home’ equipment and 
furnishings section. 
 
How not to Get Caught by Ponzi or Illegal Pyramid 
Schemes

 › Do not respond to ‘cold calls’, especially if you do 
not know who they are – best to hang up the call or 
terminate the communication.

 › Be calm and do not commit immediately.

 › Do not believe a word said to you unless you have 
been able to obtain clear evidence to convince you 
otherwise.

 › Remember that whether legitimate or not, they are 
not your new friends and just want your money.

 › Check their website – though be aware it is easy to 
create a scam website.

 › Ask for a copy of their company annual report.

 › Ask how they got your name.

 › Say you cannot make a decision immediately.

 › Do your due diligence and check them out.

 › Check they are properly registered in your 
jurisdiction.

 › Research if there are adverse comments about them 
on the Internet.
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 › Research if they are listed with regulators such as:

 › Australian Regulatory Prudential Agency (APRA).

 › Australian Security and Investments Commission 
(ASIC).

 › Australian Competition and Consumer 
Commission (ACCC).

 › Fair Trading Offices in States and Territories.

 › Research if they are on any regulator public warning 
lists.

 › Ask for their APRA license number as an authorised 
deposit-taking institution.
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